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Abstract

A common problem in optical networking is that the large quan-
tity of raw bandwidth available in such networks is often difficult to
access. We show that time-division multiplexing (TDM) can be used
to operate bus and ring architectures in a manner akin to a switch.
We consider a time-varying approach, akin to that used in switching
theory, instead of the static approach, related to the knapsack prob-
lem, often associated with fixed allocation of traffic onto circuits, often
termed the grooming problem. Our approach is probabilistic in na-
ture, and requires significant generalization beyond the Birkhoff-von
Neumann statistical multiplexing approaches have that have been suc-
cessful in switching theory. Our techniques rely on decompositions of
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fractional matchings (for architectures without erasures) and fractional
interval graph colorings (for architectures with erasures) into integral
matchings and colorings. We show, moreover, that such TDM using
statistical multiplexing substantially reduces the amount of hardware
(particularly ADMs) needed to utilize fully the available bandwidth in
a range of optical networks. We show that a significant fraction (and
in some cases all) of the bandwidth available to the system can be
utilized, even if each node in the system has only a single ADM.

Keywords: mathematical programming, stochastic processes.

1 Introduction

Optical networks using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) provide
large capacity, but providing access to that capacity in in a way that is sim-
ple enough to be economical is challenging. In particular, the large quantity
of aggregate capacity available in such networks is often inaccessible owing
to constraints imposed by interactions among optical fibers, wavelengths on
these fibers, electronic routers, and add-drop multiplexers (ADMs). This
problem impacts both the design of optical networks (to make good use
of their raw bandwidth) and the algorithms for fitting offered traffic into
the network. For example, a particular placement of traffic on wavelengths
that respects the (electrical) bandwidth at each given node may neverthe-
less be infeasible if the traffic destined for a node is spread out over more
wavelengths than the node has wavelength ADMs.1

In this paper, we explore the possibility that reservation schemes imple-
mented using time division multiplexing (TDM) using statistical multiplex-
ing. We define to be bandwidth feasible any collection of traffic paths that (i)
adds and drops no more traffic at a node than that node has bandwidth (this
typically reflects the node’s limited ability to handle traffic in the electrical
domain) and (ii) places no more traffic on a fiber than the total bandwidth of
the fiber. This definition ignores all consideration of wavelength conversion
or dropping. We then explore the extent to which such bandwidth-feasible
solutions can be implemented in systems that (i) do assign their traffic to
distinct optical wavelengths and (ii) do so using only a limited number of
ADMs per node. Broadly speaking, we seek to determine whether, for lin-
ear architectures such as buses and rings, TDM using appropriate statistical

1In this paper we consider an ADM to comprise single wavelength-tunable re-
ceiver/transmitter (transceiver) pair along with the attending equipment, such as filters,
to access the fiber. As we discuss in Section 3.1, the transmitter or receiver may under
certain conditions be constrained to a single wavelength without any loss in performance.
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multiplexing can enhance our bandwidth utilization of the network, as well
as reduce the amount of hardware required to access the bandwidth.

Birkhoff-von Neumann [Bir46], [vN53] statistical multiplexing using bi-
partite graph decompositions have been effective in switching applications
[CCH00], [CLJ01], [LA], [LA01], [CCH]. However, as we shall show in this
paper, the type of bipartite decompositions upon which Birkhoff-von Neu-
mann techniques are based may not be sufficient in networks, and we require
other decomposition approaches. Indeed, the topology of networks and is-
sues of wavelength access may place constraints that are not present in
switches, thus disallowing simple bipartite matches.

To address our question, we develop two families of techniques. The first
family uses decomposition of weighted matchings into integral matchings.
The second family of techniques uses interval graph coloring and randomized
methods. While these two families of techniques have different lineages, the
results they yield for applicable networks share a common theme. With
proper scheduling, the use of only a few ADMs is sufficient to accommodate
static traffic matrices that are feasible or close to feasible (in a way that we
make precise later) with an arbitrarily large number of ADMs. Note that
these results in effect imply that the issue of traffic grooming to reduce the
required number of ADMs, important in static traffic assignment problems,
is largely obviated in the case of dynamic scheduling.

We apply our techniques to some canonical linear architectures, which
we detail in Section 2. In particular, we consider buses and rings. For buses,
we consider both erasure-free models (where traffic on a wavelength remains
on that wavelength until the wavelength is terminated at the end of the bus)
and erasable models (where a node that is reading traffic from a wavelength
has the option of erasing it to free that wavelength for use by other traffic
downstream on the bus).

A sampling of our results is reflected in the following theorems. We con-
sider architectures in which the bandwidth at each node is equal to a single
wavelength; below we will discuss generalizations to larger bandwidths.

Theorem 1.1 In a folded bus architecture without erasures, any bandwidth-
feasible traffic pattern can be routed using a TDM scheme so long as each
node has one ADM per wavelength’s worth of traffic.

This theorem holds for arbitrary node capacities so long as we give the
node the same number of ADMs as are needed to carry its capacity needs.
For example, if a node’s capacity is equal to 2 wavelengths worth of traffic,
it should be given 2 ADMs to make the conditions of the theorem hold.
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Theorem 1.2 In a folded bus architecture with erasures, given any band-
width feasible traffic pattern, it is possible, using TDM and two ADMs per
node, to route 4/10 of the bandwidth of each connection. If the number of
ADMs is increased to 4, it is possible to route 7/10 of each connection. In
a dual bus, the same can be achieved with twice as many ADMs.

Theorem 1.3 In a unidirectional ring architecture with erasures, given any
bandwidth feasible traffic pattern, it is possible, using TDM and one ADM
per node, to route 1/5 of each connection. If the number of ADMs is in-
creased to 2, it is possible to route 2/5 of each connection.

These theorems essentially state that, by giving up a small constant
factor of the bandwidth of the network (generally a cheap resource), we can
reduce the amount of hardware needed in the form of ADMs.

We first consider, in Section 3.1, to what extent a network using a reser-
vation system implemented through TDM among integral matchings is ef-
fective in using the capacity of buses without erasures. All of our results
hold as long as the total demand to or from a node is below the capacity of
a wavelength, independently of the number of wavelengths. In the erasure-
free model, we show that any routing pattern that is feasible with respect
to aggregate capacity can be routed by a simple TDM scheme that alter-
nates among several matchings of wavelengths to receivers and transmitters
when two ADMs per node are used. In particular, we show that, using an
appropriate reservation scheme, we can successfully serve any traffic matrix
among nodes in the bus that can be accommodated using a multicommod-
ity flow in which every node is a source and the only sink is the head end.
Multicommodity flow determines the limitation on the network when the
only constraint is the total available capacity on the bus, i.e. the total ca-
pacity of the wavelengths used by our WDM bus. Note that, when we use
a TDM scheme as described above, any multicommodity flow is achievable
when every node is equipped with a number of ADMs equal to the number
of wavelengths. In effect, such a scenario removes issues of limited tunability
at sender or transmitters.

In Section 3.2, we consider a family of techniques that combines interval
graph coloring and randomized path selection for TDM. These techniques
are applicable both to linear networks with and without erasures. In the
erasable case, we show that a constant fraction of the traffic that is achievable
using multicommodity flow can be accommodated by using TDM with one
ADM per node per bus. Increasing the number of ADMs per node increases
this fraction, but the incremental benefit of adding more ADMs decreases
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sharply.
Thus, if the traffic demand to or from each node is below the capacity

of a wavelength, allowing a node to access more than two wavelengths at a
time for reading or writing does not fundamentally allow for more efficient
use of capacity in our system. We present our conclusions and discussion of
extensions in Section 4.

2 Background and Model

2.1 Background

We consider a linear architecture in which access nodes write or read using
tunable ADMs. Each ADM writes a single wavelength at a time and reads
from a single wavelength at a time. The tunable ADM assumption means
that any ADM can access any one wavelength for reading or writing at any
time. Note that reading and writing are independent; thus the wavelengths
a node accesses for reading or writing may be different. We allow recon-
figuration of the ADMs and our consider a dynamic approach that makes
use of such reconfiguration. We are interested both in maintaining a low
number of ADMs at each access node and in accommodating data into the
network. We also seek to characterize the relation and possible trade-off
between these two goals.

The problem of reducing the amount of required hardware has been gen-
erally studied in the context of grooming in optical networks. Grooming
is inherently a static problem, that addresses the problem of packing frac-
tional traffic onto wavelengths and creating a routing wavelength assign-
ment. Such a problem in relevant in cases where reconfiguration of nodes
is done very infrequently. In its simplest form, the grooming problem is
essentially a variant of the knapsack problem, in which elements (traffic)
must be placed efficiently into the fewest possible knapsacks (wavelengths),
according to some constraints. Reducing the number of wavelengths en-
tails a reduction in the number of associated hardware, such as expensive
ADMs. Extra constraints, such an unpacking as few knapsacks as possible
(reading as few wavelengths as possible at another node), gradually increase
the difficulty of the problem. The grooming problem inevitably inherits the
complexity of the knapsack problem. The problem of grooming has gener-
ally been examined in the context of rings [DR02], [WCVM01], [GRS00],
[MC98], [SGS99], [ZQ00] [CWM01], [BM00], [GSZF01], [Yoo01], [NKS99],
[CL01], [LWL00], [WCF00] with some results being available for mesh net-
works [ML01], [KC01], [ZM02]. Note that, while the issue of grooming relies
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on variants of the knapsack problem, an inherently deterministic problem,
the dynamic approach we take in this paper heavily relies on stochastic
methods.

For static traffic matrices, the solutions are also generally static, with
ADMs accessing fixed wavelengths and traffic being multiplexed in band-
width. Our approach, in this paper, is instead to consider a rotation among
a number of configurations, in each of which no traffic multiplexing is per-
formed. Our results indicate that two ADMs per node will always achieve
efficiency that is within a constant factor of the optimal solution that would
be achieved with a number of ADMs equal to the number of wavelengths.
Moreover, this results does not depend on the number of wavelengths or
nodes. A similar approach has recently been proposed in [?]. That work
also uses a scheduling approach to use the network, in effect, as a switch.
Trees are used to perform routing in the network and the scheduling is per-
formed by decomposing the traffic along such trees. The main differences
between [?] and our approach are that we consider linear architectures, with
no switches or other cross-connects in the interior of the network, since we
address only linear networks, and we do not consider issues of delay. The lat-
ter issue becomes particularly significant if we consider wide-area networks.
On the other hand, the linear architectures we consider are, as we discuss
in Section II.B, mostly relevant to local and metropolitan area networks.

The families of techniques we use rely on matchings and on interval
graph coloring. These techniques differ from the integer linear programs
usually associated with traditional grooming problems. We should note
that the type of graph coloring issues we consider are quite different from
the type generally associated with solving the problem of wavelength assign-
ment algorithms. In the latter context, a color is associated with a single
wavelength and seek to prevent two paths on the same wavelength from oc-
curring on the same link. Paths are thus created, generally through mesh
networks, according to the wavelength continuity constraint and according
to the fact that a single path occupies a whole bandwidth. The main concern
in these problems is generally to reduce the number of wavelengths required
to accommodate a certain traffic matrix. The type of coloring problems
we address in this paper concern non-overlapping intervals that are directly
linked to the linear architectures we consider. We create all possible allow-
able interval graph colorings, show expected behavior in terms of allowable
traffic matrices, and then generate TDM schedules by selecting randomly
from among the ensemble of allowable interval graph colorings. We do not
seek to reduce the number of wavelengths used, but rather concern our-
selves with attaining traffic matrices that are a significant fraction of those
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achievable when every node has an ADM for every wavelength.

2.2 Architectures for linear networks

In this Section, we present examples of the types of architectures for which
our techniques apply. Our results apply to linear architectures, in which
there is a clear linear ordering in the nodes of the network. Typical networks
of this type are rings and buses, which we discuss below. In such networks,
each node has exactly two contiguous nodes. The examples below are not
intended to be exhaustive, but simply to provide a clear illustration of how
ADMs are used in these architectures. We illustrate networks both with
erasures and without erasures. In networks without erasures, the traffic
destined to a node is read but not removed by that node from the traffic
stream (traffic is flushed from the system at the end of the network to prevent
recirculation of old traffic). In networks with erasures, a node removes from
further circulation in the network the traffic that is intended for it. The
techniques we develop later address both these types of networks.

We consider dual and folded bus architecture for optical access, as well
as rings. Dual and folded bus architectures have been proposed for fiber-
based local and metropolitan area networks such as distributed queue dual
bus (DQDB) ([IEE], [Won89], [Bis90], [CGL90], [CGL91], [HM90], [vA90],
[MB90], [Kam91], [Rod90], [WT93]), cyclic reservation multiple access (CRMA)
([Hua94], [SS94], [Nas90], [vALZZ91]), helical LAN (HLAN) ([Fin95], [RFB+97],
[BCH+96]) and optical reservation multiple access (ORMA) ([Ham97]). Re-
cently, bus schemes that are resilient to a single link or node failure have
been proposed in [MLL02], [LM01], which also give an overview of optical
bus schemes. An advantage of optical bus schemes is that they they do not
require nodes to perform any switching or routing. Access nodes need only
place traffic onto the bus and read it off the bus. Rings, both unidirectional
and bidirectional, are well known in the literature [Wu92].

In the non-erasure model, the nodes do not erase traffic when they read
from the bus. Instead, all read traffic is expunged at the end of the bus.
The constraint that nodes not erase traffic is related to hardware simplicity.
Erasing traffic generally requires light-terminating equipment that transfers
all traffic from the optical traffic to the electronic domain. In the electronic
domain, certain portions of the traffic are removed and then a new optical
traffic stream is generated. Erasing traffic while remaining all-optical is
possible ([OOB00], [BOR+00]), but is generally onerous. Reading can be
done using a passive optical tap that does not affect the optical stream
except for a slight degradation in signal strength.
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We have n access nodes, each with read and write capability over two
wavelengths simultaneously. We have m wavelengths, that constitute the
folded bus. Each wavelength has capacity C, say in bits per second. We
consider that we have a traffic demand matrix D whose elements di,j are the
demand of traffic demand from node i to node j. Note that the diagonal
of D has zero elements. The demand is expressed also in terms of desired
capacity in the same units as C.

We present both folded and dual bus topologies without erasure. We
consider that every node is equipped with two ADMs per bus. Thus, in the
case of a folded bus, each node has two ADMs per node. In the case of a
dual bus, we consider that we have two buses and each node presides over
four ADMS.

A folded bus emanates from a single head-end and collects traffic by
traversing all the nodes in the bus. After collecting traffic from all the
nodes, the folded bus reverses directions and distributes the traffic to all the
nodes in the reverse order from which it collected. After distributing to all
the nodes, the bus terminates, purging all of its traffic. Figure 2.2 shows
our folded bus under two different reading and writing configurations. We
consider systems with and without erasures, as detailed below. We show a
single ADM per node active. Each ADM writes on the top part of the bus
and read on the bottom part of the bus.

A dual bus consists of two unidirectional buses between two head ends.
Figure 2.2 shows a single node with four ADMs. Only two of the ADMs
are shown as active. ADMs 1 and 2 access the top bus for writing and the
bottom bus for reading. ADMs 3 and 4 access the bottom bus for writing
and the top bus for reading.

If erasures are permitted, then nodes can erase traffic intended for them
and that capacity can be used by downstream nodes. We model ADMs
in this case as writing to one wavelength and reading, with erasure, to a
single wavelength. The capacity freed by erasures is available to downstream
nodes. Note that we may extend our model to other architectures, such a
buses where we use a single transmitter and two receivers, which requires
fewer components than two full ADMs. The dual bus for the case with
erasures resembles in configuration the bus shown in Figure 2.2, except that
erasures are now possible.

Unlike buses, rings inherently require erasures, since they do not have
a natural starting or ending point. Nodes terminate and erase the traffic
that is destined to them. We do not show a ring, since the topologies of
unidirectional and bidirectional rings are well known.
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a. Configuration in which ADM 1 in node 1 writes to wavelength m and reads from wavelength 1,
ADM 2n in node n writes to wavelength 2 and reads from wavelength m 

Head 
end

...

...

ADM 1 ADM  2n...

write read

Head 
end

...

...

write read

b. Configuration in which ADM 1 in node 1 writes to wavelength m and reads from wavelength 2,
ADM 2n in node n writes to wavelength 2 and reads from wavelength 1 

wavelength 1

wavelength m

wavelength 1

wavelength m

ADM 2
ADM

 2n-1

ADM 1 ADM  2n...ADM 2
ADM

 2n-1

Node 1 Node 2

Node 1 Node 2

Figure 1: Folded bus with two different read and write configurations. The
wavelengths 1 through m are indicated as thick dotted lines.

3 Effectiveness of TDM reservations schemes

3.1 Bus without erasures

In this Section, we show that the fact that an access node can only read
and write to a single wavelength at a time does not affect how efficiently we
use the available capacity. We consider a reservation mode, in which nodes
alternate among predetermined configurations, as shown in figure 2.2. Since
nodes do not erase traffic, their relative positions do not affect possible
traffic assignments. When we consider the effect of erasures, the relative
placement of nodes is important. We show that any traffic matrix D can
be accommodated arbitrarily well by alternating among predetermined as-
signments. Each assignment can be viewed as a mapping from transmitter
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Head 
end

...

...

ADM 1

wavelength 1

wavelength m

ADM 2
Node 1

Head 
end

ADM  4ADM 3

Figure 2: Dual bus in one read and write configuration. The wavelengths 1
through m are indicated as thick dotted lines.

1
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1

2

n

.

.

.

Transmitters Receivers

1

2

m

.

.

.

Wavelengths

Figure 3: Matching of transmitter → wavelength → receiver. In this exam-
ple, node 1 transmits to node n on wavelength 1 and node n transmits to
node 2 along wavelength m.

nodes to receiver nodes via wavelengths, as shown in figure 3.1. Thus, the
assignment of wavelengths for reading and writing is a matching transmitter
→ wavelength → receiver of the type shown in figure 3.1. At any one time,
a node writes to a whole wavelength and reads a whole wavelength. Thus,
a single arc may emerge from any transmitter, a single arc may enter any
wavelength, a single arc may emanate from any wavelength and a single arc
may enter any receiver.

In the case of a bus without erasures, a bandwidth-feasible demand is
easy to describe. It essentially consists in removing the constraints of ac-
cess to specific wavelengths. A bandwidth-feasible is simply a collection of
pairwise demands such that (i) the demand being sent by any node and
the demand being received by any node is at most one and (ii) the total
traffic being routed is at most m. We can represent this demand matrix as
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a bipartite graph with one side S containing one node per sender, the other
side R containing one node per receiver, and and edge from s ∈ S to r ∈ R
receiving weight equal to the demand (in units of a wavelength) from s to r.
It follows from bandwidth feasibility that the total weight incident on any
vertex s ∈ S or r ∈ R, which we call the fractional degree of the vertex, is
at most 1, while the total weight of edges is at most m. On this bipartite
graph, an “instantaneously feasible routing” that represents who is sending
and receiving what at any instant, is also easy to describe: we draw an edge
from each sender in S to the corresponding receiver in R.

Let us first consider the case where each node has but one ADM. Since
each node can receive and transmit only one wavelength, the set of edges
drawn will form a matching, and since the total number of wavelengths is
at most m, the size of the matching (number of edges) will be at most m.

A TDM of instantaneously feasible routings corresponds to an assign-
ment to each possible matching M a time slice tM ≤ 1 representing how
much of the unit interval is spent routing matching M . To satisfy the de-
mand dsr from sender s to receiver r, it is necessary that

∑

M3(s,r)

tM ≥ dsr.

To fit in the interval it is of course necessary that
∑

M tM ≤ 1. Since it
doesn’t hurt to route extra traffic, we can always add arbitrary additional
matchings and thus assume that

∑
M tM = 1. An assignment of such values

tM is known as a convex combination of matchings.
The question of whether it is possible to route a particular demand

matrix can be rephrased as asking whether there is a convex combination
{tM} of m-edge matchings such that

∑
M3(s,r) tM ≥ dsr for every pair (s, r).

We begin by proving an easy case. Suppose that there are exactly m
senders and m receivers, and that each sender is sending (and each receiver
is receiving) exactly one unit. This implies that the total demand being sent
is m, so the demand matrix is feasible. Note, however, that possibly all m2

demands might be nonzero, so the traffic cannot necessarily be routed via
a single fixed assignment of wavelengths to demands. Nevertheless, there is
always a feasible TDM solution in this case. This follows from a well known
theorem: any bipartite graph in which all fractional degrees are exactly 1
can be written as a convex combination of matchings.

This fact is often stated in slightly different terms. If we view the bipar-
tite graph as an m×m adjacency matrix in which the (s, r) entry represents
the demand from s to r, then the unit-degree requirement says that the ma-
trix is a so-called stochastic matrix (all row and column sums are one). It is
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a well-known theorem, often referred to as Birkhoff-von Neumann, that any
such stochastic matrix can be represented as a convex combination of per-
mutation matrices (exactly one 1 in each row and column) ([Bir46], [vN53]).
Such a permutation matrix is the adjacency matrix for a matching.

The claimed decomposition into matchings can be found in polynomial
time via bipartite matching algorithms; it assigns nonzero weight to at most
m2 distinct matchings.

Since there are m senders and receivers, each perfect matching has m
edges and is therefore feasible as an instantaneous routing. This shows that
a TDM solution exists.

It is interesting to note that, since it is irrelevant which pair is using
which wavelength, we can choose the colors in each TDM slice such that the
ith sender is always using color i. It follows that only the receivers need to
be tunable in this approach. Alternatively, only the transmitters need to be
tunable.

Now let us consider the general case in which there are more than m
senders and/or receivers. As above, our goal is to write the demand graph
as a convex combination of m-edge matchings. We begin by adding artificial
demand to the graph to increase the degree of every vertex to one (note this
can be done since, so long as one side has a vertex of degree less than one,
the other will too). The resulting stochastic matrix can be expressed as a
convex combination of perfect matchings in the augmented graph. If we
remove the artificial edges from each matching, we find that our graph can
be expressed as a convex combination of (not necessarily perfect) matchings.

Since the demand graph has total weight m, it follows that the average
number (under the same convex combination) of edges in the matchings
is m. This is almost what we want, but we cannot settle for an average.
Suppose it has more (at least m+1). Then by average, some other matching
must have less than m (at most m − 1). We will show how to move some
edges from the larger to the smaller matching, decreasing the gap between
large and small matchings. This process can be repeated until all matchings
have the same size (which by the averaging analysis must be m).

So consider the union of these two matchings. The maximum degree
(number of edges) of any vertex in the union is at most 2, so the union
consists of a collection of disjoint cycles and paths. We go through each
cycle and path in turn, assigning edges alternately to two sets. The fact
that each set is a matching follows immediately from the fact that we are
taking alternate edges from (disjoint) paths and cycles. If the total number
of edges is even, both matchings end up with the same number; if odd, they
are off by one. In any case, we can continue this redivision until no two
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matchings differ in size by more than one edge; as was argued above, this
implies that all matchings have size m.

From the fact that there is a convex combination of matchings of size
exactly m, it is immediate from standard polyhedral analysis that the com-
bination can be made up of a number of distinct matchings no greater than
the number of demand edges plus the number of nodes, which in turn is at
most twice the number of demand edges.

The above approach generalizes to the case where nodes have bandwidth
to handle more than one wavelength at a time. If a node has k ADMs (and
the bandwidth to handle them all) we can simply treat it as a set of k
independent nodes each with one ADM and one unit of bandwidth.

3.2 Bus with erasures

We now consider the case where nodes can erase traffic after they read
it. We introduce an interval-graph coloring technique to route traffic from
fractionally feasible solutions. Our results are weaker than the erasure case:
we do not prove that with a small number of ADMs, any fractionally feasible
demand matrix can be routed. But we show that the gap is limited: at least
a constant fraction (independent of m) of each demand from the fractional
pattern can be routed is TDM.

We begin by describing a “bandwidth-feasible” solution. We focus on
the case where the transmitters and receivers of the ADM are laid out lin-
early on a fiber bus (we will discuss rings in a later section). Given such a
layout, there is exactly one path between a given transmitter and receiver,
which must consume bandwidth on the portion of the fiber running from
the transmitter to the receiver. Thus, each demand between a pair of ADMs
imposes a load on the fibers between the ADMs. We can now state the obvi-
ous bandwidth-feasibility restrictions: (i) the total demand incident on any
transmitter or receiver it at most 1 and (ii) the total demand that traverses
any particular point on the fiber is at most m.

To determine a routing for such a bandwidth-feasible demand, we rep-
resent the demand as an interval graph. We number the transmitters and
receivers in the order they appear on the bus. The demand between i and j
is represented as the interval (i, j) with weight equal to the demand. If two
intervals overlap, their demands cannot simultaneously be transmitted on
the same wavelength. On the other hand, two intervals that do not overlap
can have their demand transmitted simultaneously on the same wavelength
thanks to the erasures. Let us call a set of mutually disjoint intervals (which
can all simultaneously use the same wavelength) a fragment.
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As observed above, the maximum total weight of intervals crossing any
particular point of the fiber is at most m. It is a well known result about
interval graphs (following from the fact that such graph are perfect) that this
implies that the set of intervals have fractional chromatic number at most
m ([GS88], [GLL82]). This means the following: we can assign a weight wF

to each fragment F such that

• The total weight of fragments that contain interval e is equal to the
weight of interval e (demand between the endpoints of e)

• The total weight of all fragments is m.

This fractional coloring can be computed by a simple quadratic-time greedy
algorithm. It assigns nonzero weight to a number of fragments no greater
than the number of nonzero demand intervals.

We can use the resulting coloring to define a TDM scheme. Since the
total weight of all fragments is m, we can define a probability distribution
over fragments in which the probability fragment F is chosen is wF /m.
Under this probability distribution, the probability that a fragment is chosen
that contains a particular interval (demand) of weight w is simply w/m.

Consider choosing m fragments at random (with replacement) from this
distribution. Among the intervals of the fragment, we will keep any interval
whose endpoints are not being used by any other interval in the chosen
fragments. The resulting set of intervals uses each node (ADM) at most once.
Also, since they come from m fragments, they can all be simultaneously
routed on m wavelengths (we use one wavelength for the surviving intervals
from each fragment). Let us now analyze the probability that a particular
interval I of weight w is routed. This will happen if and only if exactly one
of the m selections chooses a fragment that contains I, while none of the
other m − 1 selections include any interval with the same endpoints as I.
The probability that a particular choice contains I is precisely w/m. Since
the total weight of intervals incident on each endpoint of I is at most 1, we
deduce that the probability that a random fragment shares an endpoint with
I is only 2/m. There are of course exactly m possibilities for which of the m
choices contains the interval I. Thus, we conclude that the probability that
one selection contains I and the remainder do not contain either endpoints
of I is precisely

m(w/m)(1− 2/m)m−1 ≈ we−2

Now let us imagine performing some large number N of these “m-choice”
experiments, and setting up a TDM in which each resulting routing persists
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for 1/N time units (so we get a TDM over the span of one time unit). By
the above analysis, the expected number of these experiments that routes
the interval I is Nwe−2. By the Chernoff bound, as N grows, the actual
number of experiments that routes I will be arbitrarily close to Nwe−2. It
follows that the total time spent routing I during the time unit will be we−2.
Since the demanded time is w, it follows that we are routing ane−2 fraction
of the demand of interval I. Rephrasing, we see that we can route an e−2

fraction of all demands of any bandwidth-feasible traffic matrix.
We can strengthen this result with a more careful algorithm. Instead

of discarding any interval whose endpoints are shared with another chosen
interval, we note that our m fragments are chosen in order, and keep an
interval if none of the previously chosen fragments uses its endpoints. It is
easy to see that this produces a jointly feasible set of intervals for simulta-
neous routing on m wavelengths. The probability that interval I is routed
in the (k + 1)st fragment of this scheme is then equal to the probability
that the prior k fragments did not contain an interval using the endpoints
of I, which is at most (1 − 2/m)k, times the probability that a fragment
containing I is chosen, which is w/m. Summing over possible k, the overall
probability that I is chosen is

m−1∑

k=0

(1− 2/m)k(w/m)

= (w/m)
1− (1− 2/m)m

2/m

≈ w

2
(1− e−2)

≈ 0.43 · w
In other words we can route roughly 4/10 of any bandwidth feasible routing.

Instead of scaling a bandwidth-feasible routing, one might prefer to ask
directly which bandwidth-feasible routings can actually be routed. We con-
sider two parameters of the routing: (i) the maximum total bandwidth
m′ ≤ m induced on any portion of the fiber and (ii) the maximum band-
width b < 1 incident on any node. We can form an interval graph for this
instance, give it an m′-fractional coloring, and from this derive a probability
distribution in which an interval of weight w is selected with probability
w/m′. Applying the analysis above, we find that the probability of routing
a particular interval when we select m fragments is

m−1∑

k=0

(1− 2b/m′)k(w/m′) = (w/m′)
1− (1− 2b/m′)m

2b/m′
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≈ w

2b
(1− e−2bm/m′

)

which exceeds w whenever

1− e−2bm/m′
> 2b

m

m′ >
1
2b

ln
1

1− 2b

Thus, for example, we can route any demand matrix for which b = 1/3 and
m′ ≤ .6m.

We can extend the above result by supposing that each node has more
than one ADM. In this case, as we select random fragments, we can keep
an interval so long as each of its endpoints still has an ADM to spare. For
example, if we allow 2 ADMs per node, we can keep I so long as at most one
preceding interval uses the endpoints of I. This probability can be upper
bounded after a lengthy calculation by (1 − 2e−2) ≈ .73 times the weight
of the interval, meaning that we can route roughly 7/10 of any bandwidth
feasible demand using 2 ADMs.

3.3 Rings

Rings have been the subject of much study in the area of grooming, which
is related to our study insofar as it seeks to accommodate traffic onto wave-
lengths while reducing the cost of hardware, often indicated by the number
of ADMs required. As discussed in Section 2, the approach we take is signif-
icantly different from the grooming one. Note that our use of decomposition
into intervals is markedly different than that presented in [DR02]. In the
latter work, the decomposition is used to approximate an ILP to determine
the most benefit that may be derived from routing. In our work, it is not a
means of creating a schedule among several integral solutions.

Our interval graph coloring technique generalizes quite straightforwardly
to rings. Consider a unidirectional ring (eg, one in which all traffic is routed
clockwise). There is a unique path between any sender and receiver in such
a ring, and it corresponds to an arc on the circle. In such an architecture,
erasures, or course, are a must. As we did with interval graphs for the bus,
we can define a circular arc graph that captures which demand pairs can
be simultaneously transmitted on the same wavelength ([GLL82]). We can
apply the same technique of coloring the demand arcs to produce fragments,
and choosing a collection of m fragments to route simultaneously.
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A small problem arises, however, in that (fractional) coloring on circular
arc graphs is more complex than on interval graphs. It is no longer the case
that the fractional chromatic number is equal to the maximum weight of
all arcs traversing a certain point of the circle. In fact, finding the optimal
coloring of a circular arc graph is NP-complete. However, we can recover by
slightly weakening our results. Consider deleting a particular point on the
ring, along with all the demands that cross it. What is left is an interval
graph, and our previous analysis applies to it. On the other hand, the set
of deleted demands, since they all share a point on the fiber, have total
weight at most m, and so can be fractionally colored with m colors. This
shows that any circular arc graph with maximum demand m at any point
can be fractionally colored with 2m colors. This is enough to let us apply
our previous techniques, sacrificing a factor of 2 in the results since we have
2m rather than m colors. A more sophisticated analysis of the gap between
the maximum demand at a point and the fractional chromatic number lets
us replace the factor 2 by 3/2 [Kar80] .

Our results apply equally to a bidirectional ring since we can simply
analyze each direction of the ring independently.

4 Conclusions

We have investigated, for a variety of WDM network linear topologies, such
as buses and rings with and without erasures, the efficiency of reservation
schemes implemented using TDM. We have shown that equipping every
node with a number of ADMs equal to the number of wavelengths required
to carry the traffic to or from a node can accommodate traffic matrices that
are of the same order of those achievable with an unlimited number of ADMS
for non-erasure models. For erasure models, this number of ADMs can
accommodate a fixed fraction of the traffic achievable under the unlimited
ADM scenario.

Our results, surprisingly, hold regardless of the number of nodes and
wavelengths on the network. This independence differs markedly from the
relation that appears in traditional grooming between, on the one hand, the
number of ADMs and, on the other hand, the number of nodes and wave-
lengths. Thus, not only is our approach markedly different from traditional
grooming, but the results we obtain are also very different.

The other surprising result is that we do not require any intermediate
nodes to perform any actions. In particular, it is not necessary for interme-
diate ADMs to act as wavelength changers. All traffic between two nodes
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at any time is thus handled by a single uninterrupted lightpath.
Our work indicates that the use of time-division multiplexing may allow a

reduction in the number of ADMs that are used in networks. In particular, a
moderate number of ADMs may prove, for linear networks, to be optimal or
within a significant factor of optimal. While the methods we have presented
may not in general extend directly to arbitrary mesh networks, the essence
of the TDM approach may possibly allow operation with a small number of
ADMs.
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